
Beautiful decisions
COME NATURALLY

REALCLOSET.COM

Nothing compares to the beauty and strength of 

real wood, that's why we use it in every one of our 

closets and organization systems. Since the beginning, 

our goal was to create an a�ordable real-wood closet 

with the look of custom cabinetry, because we believe 

everyone deserves a Real Closet.

WHITE FINISH JAVA FINISHSPICE FINISH

Select from our
gallery of designs
to create your
UNIQUE
STORAGE  
SOLUTIONS.

FROM KITCHENS 
TO GARAGES,
we organize
every room with
style and ease.

Our gorgeous 
REAL-WOOD 
CONSTRUCTION 
doesn't need to stay 
behind closed doors.

Details that make a di�erence.

Add crown molding for 
an upscale, furni-
ture-style appearance.

Smooth-sliding wire 
baskets keep items in 
sight and within reach.

Our hardware is chosen 
for beauty, functionality 
and lasting performance. 

All products are available in 
the following finishes:

To learn more or find a showroom 
near you, visit: realcloset.com

SPICE

JAVA

WHITE
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With stunning details and real-wood construction, every Real Closet is a passionate 
tribute to custom handcrafted cabinetry. Our solid wood twin-beam shelf-edge 
moldings and all-wood dovetailed drawers yield remarkable beauty and strength 
for years to come. And our signature, double-bead edge profile adds a refined, 
furniture-style look to our solid maple drawer fronts, doors and shelf edges.

Built by a craftsman's passion.

Built for lasting beauty and durability, the Real Closet partition and shelf 
components are carefully constructed with a 3/4-inch, 7-ply, CFC core plywood with 
a high-pressure laminated durable surface. Unlike industry-standard particleboard 
with low-pressure melamine paper that can easily chip or peel, our lightweight 
plywood core is dimensionally stable with powerful screw-holding capacity and 
excellent weight-bearing strength.

Durable to its core.

Examine our expert craftsmanship. Run your hand along our solid wood shelf fronts, 
drawers and doors. Scan our gallery of closet design combinations. Then compare 
our prices to any other closet maker. We're confident you'll appreciate the beauty 
and value of a Real Closet, and be amazed at how truly affordable having one for 
your own home can be. 

Real wood made truly a�ordable.

Built by
A CRAFTSMAN’S

PASSION

Durable
TO ITS
CORE

Real wood
MADE TRULY
AFFORDABLE

real choice.
YOUR ONLY

Virtually hidden and more streamlined than 
other closet organization systems, the patented 

wall-mount rail system is the foundation of the 
strength of Real Closet

All drawers feature solid 
hardwood dovetail 

construction with full 
extension glides

Our standard 3/4" and 
twin-beam shelves are both 
constructed of a solid wood 

edge with plywood core

JAVA FINISH

...


